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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

There has been a flood of human rights abuses existing within Santa Barbara County and there 
appears to be no resources or ways to fix these problems outlined herein. In fact, constant attempts to 
communicate such human rights abuses have led to a dead end or mere ignoring of reality. Political 
terrorism and state-sponsored terrorism is the only conclusion. 
 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
 
Life / Liberty 
 
Every human has the right to life and liberty. 
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Fair & Equal Justice 
 
Every human has the right to fair and equal justice. 
 
Due Process 
 
Every person has the right to due process. 
 
III. ABUSES 
 
A. Economic Rights 
 
1. Workplace 
a. AT&T 
i. It's Secure. 
case: I'm telling you it's not. 
 
b. Pitney Bowes 
i. I already canceled. 
case: It takes three cancellations, not one. 
 
B. Hispanic Rights 
 
1. Universal 
There has been a string of killings by Santa Barbara County Sheriff personnel on their own staff and on 
the community resembling state-sponsored terrorism. The District Attorney as a public elected official for 
the district within the State of California justified a number of terrorist acts, which the United Nations 
finds as human rights violations. There were no helicopters used for any of the ten shootings throughout 
the county, but rather left to die. Thereafter, the county sheriff chose to throw a party and said he was 
proud of them; then, asked the county for more money after the party bash. The media continues to 
support both agendas even after doctoring it. It is our duty to hold these acts as a public record for LIFE 
just like the county does for much lesser ones. 
 
a. White House Executive Order 
i. Re Unjustified Killings 
case: Albert Covarrubias, Jr. 

No DNA evidence was presented. So, why would someone allow to be charged or have any 
allegations made? No death penalty would have been given, so why kill? 
Legal Analysis & Conclusion: 
 
C. Privacy Rights 
 
1. Educational 
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There have been privacy rights abuses directly related to obtaining an education here at our 
nonprofit from intelligence operatives. The most striking aspect of the abuses is no one seems to have an 
immediate solution, but rather providing a deterrence. Detours related to traffic congestion is a way to 
patch the problem, but the problem exists forever. In the online underground, privacy rights are abused on 
a continual basis that never goes away. No one seems to stand up to the abuses, but rather only make a 
minor stand through a press release. The corporation or vice president has been hacked is the news story. 
Yet, courts are confronted with another angle of its own intelligence community, but seem to lack the 
courage in confronting their own government. So the abuses continue and teachers at educational 
institutions are faced with simply placing deadlines as a barometer leaving its students to find detours in 
meeting the grade, if possible. 
 
a. Capella University 
i. hijacked phone call 
case: false allegations 
 
 
b. Santa Barbara City College 
i. Wiretapped phone 
case: stress test 
 
c. Aspen University 
i. Poisoned phone line 
case: false portrayal 

As stated in Workplace below during the month of February 2013, workplace productivity was 
minimized in conjunction with ability to perform online research for assignment papers. Research was left 
to the textbook, but was distracted after ordering two hard drives, as well as, two separate laptops. In 
addition, Windows Updates required two separate entire downloads after operating system installations 
further delaying educational focus and productivity. AT&T was canceled as an account, but required an 
additional direct and firm cancellation. This led to use of phone line for economic reasons, as well as, 
year-long AT&T intelligence interference harassment. The use of a phone line did not help once 
intelligence figured out what was occurring maximizing its opportunity to turn the laptop into a crash blue 
screen when phone line was plugged in to connect to the internet via NetZero and BlueCasa. The ability 
to connect via the phone line was no longer available. Thus, requiring a mile-long walk to the nearest 
McDonalds for one-half hour of free AT&T wifi use. The result of these hardships have caused module 
discussion postings to be delayed, but within the universities policies of attendance. However, lack of 
internet availability, computer malfunction, and software distractions has seriously jeopardized the 
assignment module progress requiring retakes in both criminal justice classes. Furthermore, portrayal of a 
below average student requires re-educating school personnel on the issues at hand, which has little effect 
due to the power of intelligence security clearances. This causes further concern for those who may seek 
educational records and be led with a false portrayal of students academic abilities. The ability of 
intelligence community members to jeopardize a students reputation, or right to an education is a human 
rights issue. Simply making it a human rights issue is not enough as it needs to be confronted with a 
solution rather than allowing it to continue for others for the public interest. 
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2. Workplace 

There have been privacy rights abuses directly related to effective productivity here at our 
nonprofit from intelligence operatives. Our ability in speaking out has been greatly limited by nonstop 
counterintelligence campaigns. On February 20 2013, our laptop was hit by a cyber strike taking out our 
ability to do any work on the computer or get online. This is not the first time this has happened as it last 
occurred in 2012. There was a very strong feeling that our voice was being silenced and that people were 
attempting to get away with murder in our fight for Life / Liberty, Fair & Equal Justice, as well as, Due 
Process. This was not the first time our voice felt silenced as it happened in 2011-12, while we were 
fighting for economic rights and human rights for truckers in Santa Barbara County. 
 
a. Trucking Rights 
i. Stealing Spaces 
case: hello, fire [truck] 
 
 
 
 
b. Human Rights 
i. Stealing Ideas 
case: compulsive liars 

No matter what issue we are working on there is a constant presence that merely watches behind 
the walls through phone line wiretaps and satellite cable taps to steal our ideas. Stunningly, these same 
people are the ones going after people who steal and yet are the ones stealing on a daily basis throughout 
the day as intellectual property thief’s. They have gotten so use to being thief’s themselves that lying 
about it is a habitual habit referred to as a compulsive liar. They steal your posture, location within your 
home, and even capturing screen shots off your phone—nothing is private. 
 
ii. Intelligence Community (IC) abuses re: assassination readiness 
case: guest room closet / wall clicks 

The guest room is a mobile location located in Buellton, California within the unincorporated area 
of Santa Barbara county. The physicality is located in a homeowners association that is supposedly 
private with a gate code. The incorporator who has been following intelligence abuses via American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLU), and Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) was affirmed by a police officer that 
a search could only be conducted via a warrant. Yet, wall clicks resembling the sound of a wiretap or 
image snapshot or on / off switch adjustment via cable taps has been conducted within the guest room 
closet for years. The guest room closet attic houses lots of white cables leading to the DirectTv satellite 
dish that sits directly above between the two guest rooms. Initially the clicks came from the guest room 
closet attic where these white cables are located. The white cables in the attic go in all directions 
throughout the house attic. Vandenburg Airforce Base is only 15-20 miles away and has been sending 
new spy satellites into space over the years according to publicly made news reports. The clicks have 
spread out of the guest room closet into the walls and ceiling via cable taps resembling technology 
matched by intelligence clandestine operations. News reports revealed an intelligence officer had retired 
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at Vandenburg. 
case: gun shots 

One time a police officer stopped by the location after a phone call was made by the incorporator 
regarding hearing gun shots within a 100 meter radius, which is against county code ordinance. The 
county code ordinance says not to shoot around any property dwellings in the surrounding areas, 
especially if habitable. One officer stood in front of him with his hand on his pistol, while the other officer 
to the incorporators left. The incorporator pointed to the direction where he heard the gun shots. The 
officers said there was a gun range back nearby. The incorporator said the gun range was close to the 
archery field located nearly a mile away. The incorporator said the sounds came from a different wave 
sound location. In fact, there have been accounts when the gun shot sounds have come at two different 
locations along McMurray Road directly across the location, and others from the Bobcat / San Carlos 
area. On more than a few occasions beyond coincidence, while the incorporator was moving around 
waking up he was awoken to gun shot sounds as to say stay in bed. Most of these sounds have occurred 
during and after the string of officer-involved shootings within the county, as well as, during the gun 
control debate. To carry things further into the community, as the incorporator was faced with finding an 
internet connection walking into town, he would hear blocks drop and other intimidation tactics to play 
around with his disgusted outlook to gun killings. 
case: interference / disruption 
case: r&d speech 
case: sonar release / infection 
case: closing pores 

The ability to close facial pores is a process of utilizing water pipe interference to disrupt through 
the switching of valves to allow or minimize water traffic whether hot or cold. The switching of hot water 
to warm water to cold water via satellite wave technology or location analysis is sensor based pinpointing 
the whereabouts of the skull. The skull angled within the shower at proximity to the shower head can 
switch off or on the water temperature to be colder. The colder water temperature closes the facial pores 
at the right time making it more difficult for the skin to breathe thus causing pimples to be exposed. 
Pimple generation is a tactic by intelligence to cause delay of public appearances, especially for advocacy 
or public relations purposes. The incorporator of a corporation is allowed to be the promoter of the 
corporation, which entails making public appearances. However, if intelligence does not accept your 
opinions made in the public forum because it may sway public opinion that is of public interest they may 
chose to use this particular tactic. The public forum includes making publicly made statements during 
public comment at city council meetings where an intelligence officer may be present or heard thereafter 
via recorded audio / video. The use of the shower tactic has been used throughout the 2012-2013 fiscal 
year picking up during current events, and meetings while slowing down after political agenda decisions 
have been completed. 
case: location analysis 

The basis of location analysis uses walls and ceilings as a conductor to capture satellite imagery 
via the cable tap. This technology can pinpoint with utmost accuracy your location, posture and date / 
time stamp it. The location is archived for historical data comparisons of present behaviors to past. This 
data can predict your conduct before you know due to habit. Location analysis is dangerous data that can 
plan out assassination attempts. This foresight was imagined when location analysis first entered the guest 
room following advocacy work. In fact, an abundant amount of location analysis wall clicks were heard 
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capturing my every move, posture, and location. The tone of the clicks were confident with an air of mere 
planning. The data captured knew my every move and location to conduct a targeted campaign. The tone 
of the clicks even resembled weaponry. As I was getting closer to graduating with a degree the amount of 
clicks heightened, especially during PHY1000 Astronomy where I even had DoD classmates. I had to 
move to another room just to concentrate. I was surprised to hear ceiling clicks inside the library at Santa 
Barbara City College (SBCC) directly above me as I was reading near the newspaper rack. It felt as if the 
clicks were kind of amused. I was impressed when the glass window and frame next to me was being 
delicately touched when I was at the Santa Barbara County Public Library. 
case: monitoring and harassment 
case: intelligence traffic / reverse 911 alerts 

The homeowners association seems to house intelligence within its private arena utilizing the 
intelligence information from nonstop location analysis and monitoring. What appears to be neighbors 
merely driving up and down the gated road along the mobile location are actually receiving a signal that 
strongly resembles a reverse 911. Reverse 911 calls have been reported in the news that will inform all 
businesses about any suspicious activity. The reverse 911 concept has been applied to the homeowners 
association jurisdiction possibly due to a government contractor. This method has been taken to the 
extreme where a month prior to the anniversary death of a shooting seemed to invite hundreds of cars 
driving along the road at a one-minute interval apart. An exceedingly high correlation between the traffic 
moving up and down the road along the mobile location would knock or intercept any wireless internet 
signals. This enormously long intercept campaign caused a loss of speaking out on life / liberty, fair and 
equal justice, as well as, due process issues. In fact, intelligence traffic is quite stealthy in appearing at a 
motions detection notice when compared to location analysis historical data to then speed at an 
intimidation tactics reverse 911 alert. 
case: rapid response 

It would seem more beneficial to the community to save tax payers money; yet, groups of people 
want to portray that a roundabout is needed to overtake the trucking community. Each time the 
incorporator walks into town 3-4 vehicles come from different directions to meet at Jonata Springs Road, 
Avenue of Flags, and Central Avenue, as well as, Highway 101 off-ramp. However, when the 
incorporator passes this area the meeting of traffic is no longer apparent. In fact, when the incorporator 
looks back again there is still no more traffic. This group of people want to portray that a roundabout is 
required or give the impression of something else. The traffic tends to appear at the Damasa, and Avenue 
of Flags intersection just as the incorporator is about to cross Damasa. In addition, as the incorporator is 
about to cross the off-ramp vehicles come swinging from Avenue of Flags onto the Damasa bridge. The 
amount of vehicles that pass into this area as the incorporator walks towards McMurray Road or back to 
Avenue of the Flags ranges between 10-20 vehicles. The vehicles head towards McMurray Road, or 
Avenue of the Flags, or leave onto Highway 101 Southbound or Northbound off-ramp, or onto Damasa 
bridge from Highway 101 Northbound on-ramp. Then, the amount of traffic in this Damasa bridge 
location drops to 3-5 vehicles by the time the incorporator is 200 meters away. The sidewalk is the next 
pedestrian right-away struggle with instant entrance and exits by sudden traffic along McMurray Road. 
The sidewalk encroachment becomes a challenge of who has the right-away of either the pedestrian or the 
vehicle. One time the incorporator was crossing an entrance when a vehicle turned into it to test his 
reactions, while another vehicle was about to leave the entrance. Another time the incorporator crossed an 
entrance on Highway 246 looking behind him with a vehicle waiting to turn in and another encroaching 
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the walkway. The incorporator continued onto a nearby entrance when he noticed crime scene tape on the 
pedestrian right-away walkway. One other area exists along Jonata Springs Road, particularly in the trees 
area closest to Caltrans, and the taller bush strip closest to the water stream bridge. The trees area is 
hidden from Highway 101 and has a slope to the Southern aspect, as well as, curve to the Northern 
portion. This area draws vehicles from both directions in the midst of blind spots that can pinpoint a 
criss-cross hit and run situation. 
case: intimidation tactics 

The private homeowners association and its surrounding area within a [EMAIL] has no problem 
shooting off their gun or making gun shot sounds. These gun shot sounds have been made as one is 
waking up from sleep to merely going outside in public. These scare tactics seem cowardly as these gun 
owners have to hide behind a gun shot sound. No one should have to be silenced by a gun shot, or fear of 
voicing their human rights. The gate committee of the so-called private homeowners association has no 
problem freely giving out their code to lookalikes, intelligence operatives, or even leaving the gate wide 
open after crying about wanting a good gate. Intelligence operatives who hide behind the walls utilize 
reverse 911 alerts to inform their drive-by vehicles to drive at a faster pace above the posted speed limit. 
The question is where is the road committee? The road committee and gate committee have no problem 
collecting fees from their membership, while speeding through with an open gate with potential children 
at play. If the media focuses on gangs, then an upbeat of black vehicles drive through. To blur the 
situation, white vans drive through to make it look as if a government contractor is a member of the 
homeowners association. If the city has a planning commission, or city council meeting then there is an 
uptick of vehicles that sit at the gate at night the night before with their headlights. During the day, 
vehicles sit past a wide open gate until you enter the hallway or near the window to simply drive right 
through in a parallel perpendicular fashion. 
case: flushing out 
case: underground fault creation & control 

The intelligence community has been working with geographical tactics in developing an 
underground fault that is located directly under the closet within guestroom and guestroom restroom of 
the home in the private homeowners association known as Jonata Springs Homeowners Association in 
Buellton, California. In fact, r&d speech is so intimidated to the point of vulnerability that the intelligence 
community is challenging the publication of this report to control the secrecy of their corruption. If this 
society is scared to the point of falling or losing its power and authority they then control the movement 
of the ground and housing foundation via satellite technology. 
case: suicide campaign 

The intelligence community has been using their tools in wholesome in order to make society’s 
leaders commit suicide by targeting the family unit. For example, the intelligence community killed 
Albert Covarrubias, Jr wife by making it look like she committed suicide, due to intelligence community 
abuses. Then, the intelligence community set up Albert Covarrubias, Jr to make it look like he committed 
suicide. Now, the intelligence community is targeting his cousin via counterintelligence, so he can 
commit suicide. The goal is obstruction of justice. 
 
 
LEADERSHIP 
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Governmental 
county commissioner: Membership within the homeowners association includes a county commissioner 
who is an attorney holding a PhD in government according to publicly made news reports. 
Intelligence Community 
Law 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Human life should never be taken away. Instead, there should be a disclosed means to regain one's full 
liberty. To not regain liberty hurts one's economic rights. Every golden society should strive for economic 
rights for a higher quality of life for all. 
 
GLOSSARY 
 
Human Rights 
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